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I will use the terminologies steatosis and steatohepatitis
throughout the presentation, not MAFLD, for this reason:



• Clinician: “recent studies confirm older studies that non-invasive test 
scores outperform histopathological scores.”

• Pathologist: “the pathological analysis in such studies was not
detailed enough, not performed by dedicated liver pathologists”

• Clinician: “even dedicated/expert liver pathologists have a lot of 
intra/inter-observer variability and there is a lot of sampling error 
due to biopsy size and heterogeneity of the disease; non-invasive
tests do not have these problems”.

The eternal and futile pro-contra discussion in liver pathology









Ballooning: the key feature of steatohepatitis suffers from
interobserver variability





If pathology does not correlate with non-invasive testing, this is 
because the biopsy is too small, not because the test is wrong



Discordance between biopsy findings and non-invasive test 
results decreases with increasing biopsy size



Let’s look at the real-life situation
• Clinicians already base a lot of their hepatology diagnoses and

predictive and prognostic assessments purely on clinical pictures and
non-invasive test results, without performing biopsies.

• The number/amount of liver biopsy/resection cases has drastically
declined in the last decade.

• All Belgian pathologists with a hepatopathology-focus also do other
subspecialities, because in none of the centers there is enough liver
pathology for a full-time liver pathologist (this has never been the case, 
with very few exceptions).

• “Pushing” for more liver biopsies in an attempt to be able to
become/remain a  full-time liver pathologist is useless/futile.





Even in trial settings clinicians would like to avoid biopsies



The colorectal adenocarcinoma tumor budding analogy



Dedicated GI pathologists made a budding score, finding it
very important and they apply it in practice, but the clinicians

are not interested: a waste of the pathologist’s time





So how come I still see a considerable number of liver biopsies?

Why are clinicians stressing on rapid pathology reporting of liver
biopsies if they are useless?

Why are we still thanked for our input? 
(we highly appreciate such feedback)





This was a strange and combined case







• Based on my personal experience, in several centers over the
years (UZ Leuven, UZ Gent, CUSL, AZG + consult cases from a 
varying number of other hospitals received these centers).

• Clinicians tend to take biopsies if “something does not look 
right” based on clinical and non-invasive testing picture.

• Clinicians take biopsies if they suspect/want to exclude a 
combined pathology, e.g. NASH + AIH.

• There is considerable variability between hepatologists; some
have lower thresholds than others to take a biopsy. 

It is all about complexity and combined pathology



Some recent daily practice examples related to steatosis
and steatohepatitis, clinically and/or pathologically

(oldest case is from July 2021)



21B23129
• A colleague pathologist sends in a case that has as clinical

information: NASH, AIH? ANF+

• He sees the NASH, but not AIH and wants confirmation; 
indeed (case also seen by an AZG APO colleague): there is only
NASH, no features of AIH in the biopsy.

• The setting is (after looking in CoZo): the clinican can not “see” 
if the elevated liver tests are from NASH only, or also from
AIH. “Isolated” ANF+ is not associated with elevated liver
tests, but due to the NASH this reasoning can not be applied.









Let’s hope this is not the case in this patient…





21B24449

• This cases is received with clinical info: cirrhosis, which is 
indeed present.

• My colleague says she found in KWS the notion that
amiodarone has been taken for some time, but not clear how
long and the clinician does not have this info. We also find in 
KWS: 3 units alcohol per day, heavy beer. But there are no 
other details available in KWS/CoZo.

• Steatosis is not so extensive, but there are a lot of Mallory 
bodies, classically pointing somewhat towards amiodarone.





Mallory bodies on CKpan







Localisation is more important than amount of MBs?





• So is the problem due to amiodarone, alcohol or both?

• We do not have data on when and how long amiodarone was 
taken, only that it has been taken for some time

• This data is very important if one wants to determine the role
of amiodarone versus alcohol in the development of cirrhosis
in this patient.

• Since clinical info is incomplete and extra info could not be
obtained, we did not apply the score of Gonzalez, AJCP.



21B15786
• The clinical info for this case is: abnormal liver function tests 

eci; status post bypass; cirrhosis, AIH, NASH?

• the biopsy shows cirrhosis with massive steatosis and
bilirubinostasis, also in bile ductules, so-called cholangitis 
lenta.

• The pathology and clinical setting is similar to a case I have 
seen in UZ Gent, and similar to a case they published.

• I notify the clinician about the clinical course of such cases.















21B21750
• The clinical info is: hepatitis E infection; cirrhosis?

• The biopsy shows a picture that looks like decompensation or 
acute-on-chronic failure in a postalcoholic cirrhosis/burnt-out 
NASH; no obvious inflammatory viral picture.

• CoZo says: 2017: picture of steatohepatitis (NOS) and 2021: 
acute HEV.

• So this is Sempoux Cluster 1? I ask the clinician to correlate
further. 



Trichrome staining

















This is a small selection of cases between 01/07/2021 and 3/12/2021

This contrasts with the statement by some clinicians that “liver biopsy
is dead”

Liver biopsy is very much alive, but only as a small and difficult “niche”, 
while it used to be a larger and easier topic



• You infrequently see easy cases nowadays; older pathologist
received a training on easy cases. Younger pathologists are 
confronted with complex and combined pictures, without the
experience/training on simple cases.

• Panel discussions between “part-time” liver pathologists
become more and more important, e.g. the CUSL setting since
2016: I show my external cases to the other liver pathologist(s) 
in the department, she/they show her/their cases to me. 

The implications for the liver pathologist



• The discussion with the pathologist about pro or contra liver
biopsy is a waste of time.

• The issue is: do not miss the opportunity of taking a biopsy in 
cases that seem/might be weird or combined.

• The pathologist is not a party in this issue/discussion, but 
please provide as much clinical info as possible to the
pathologist if you take a biopsy in such a setting (not everything
can be found by the pathologists in clinical database systems 
like KWS and CoZo).

The implications for the hepatologist


